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For many years we have been re-

ceiving reports from scientists, libr-

arians, and information system man-

agers that one of the most important

and useful applications of the .%ierrce

Citation hdex is in precise identifica-
tion of virtually any significant scien-

tific article. Such identification is essen-

tial for interlibrary loan transactions.

Interlibrary loan comprises a large

part of every library’s activity. Under

the American Library Association’s

rules, the borrowing library has the

responsibility of providing an accurate

identification of the requested doc-

ument--a so-called “bibliographically

correct” citation. The borrowing library

is expected to verify the citation by

looking it up in some standard reference

work. Some scientific libraries perform

as many as 20-30,000 verifications a

year. The typical library must carefully

choose from among the many available

standard reference tools the most com-

prehensive and most economical ones

to use for verification.

Increasingly, the prefemed reference

work for verification of scientific and

technical articles is the Science Citution

Index. Verification is successfully

achieved with the SCI@ in almost every

case because of(1) its multidisciplinary

cove rage, (2) its yearly coverage

of more than 350,000 source items
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which generate 4,000,000 citations to

2,000,000 unique articles, and (3) its

retrospective coverage dating back to

the earliest known scientific works.

In a study decisively confirming the

superiority of the SCI as the librarian’s

best verification tool, Pings and Williams

have comparatively evaluated the effi-

ciency and cost-benefits of various stan-

dard library reference works. 1 They

compared the relative verification effec-

tiveness of six major reference tools

in their ability to validate and identify

a randomly selected sample of 265 ar-
ticle citations. of the six reference tools

studied, oniy the SC1 was able to verify

100% of the sample. Excerpts Medics

was next in effectiveness (65’%0);Cumu-

lated In&x Medicus was third (55%).

The study concludes, “. . . as an in-

strument to identify the existence of a

document, [ the SCl] clearly outclasses

all other instruments singly or colkc-

tr”vely since all citations . . . were i&rs-

tified. [f the sole use of any of these

bibliographic instmments were for veri-

fication, then the purchase of a com-

pkte file of SCI for $5,350 woukf in-

&ed be the best investment for this

purpose.” (Italics mine.)

Although this study was performed

on behalf of biomedical libraries in
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hospitals, SCZ is equally effective in

verifying scientific articles in all other

disciplines. For instance, in one of

the great physical science and engi-

neering libraries, the SCI is the reference

tool of choice in verifying over 35,000

citations a year.z

The Wayne State study conclusively

confms the economy and indispensa-

bility of the Science Citation In&x for

citation verification. when you add to

this capability XI’S unparalleled speed

and efficiency in literature searchings

there is no doubt that it is truly the

“best investment” for the modern sci-

entific library.
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